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Dogs at Play, What’s Okay? 
Dogs have different play styles. Some basically like to chase and be chased. Some like to "rough house." They are 
mouthy, they jump on each other, they body slam each other, they can be very vocal, etc. This is ok as long as:  
 
1. The bodies of both dogs are relaxed -  their posture is NOT stiff or resistant.  For example, the dog on the 

bottom has basically “fallen down” rather than being forced down against his will by the other dog. 
 
2. The dogs take periodic breaks - just a few seconds is enough for them to signal to each other that "yes, we are 

still playing."  You’ll notice this, for example, when the dogs are playing really rough and all of a sudden they 
stop, walk away from each other, sniff the ground and then just as suddenly, resume the rough and tumble play.  
The little “sniffing interlude” is the signal they give each other that they are still playing.  Another example is the 
“play bow.” 

 
3. The dogs alternate.  For example, they take turns being on top and being on bottom, they take turns chasing and 

being chased, “biting” and “being bitten,” etc. 
 
4. The one being chased is having fun and not trying to escape.  
 
5. If they are standing on their hind legs like "warriors" it should only last a few seconds. 
 
 
If you feel that the dogs are getting along but it's getting a little TOO rough, break it up for a few minutes and then let 
them go back to playing. 
 
If you feel that either dog is uncomfortable or if 
you are not sure, end the session.  Better to be 
safe than sorry. 
 
Watching both dogs carefully, understanding their 
body language and intervening when necessary 
are all keys to a fun-filled play session. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


